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Power of Mind:
Applying Descartes to Mental Patients at Guantanamo

 Many people recognize Rene Descartes by his 
famous quote “I think therefore I am.” An important 17th 
-century philosopher, Descartes departed from both the 
contemporary scholastic emphasis on reinterpreting the 
classics and the predominant theological reliance on faith. 
He aimed to obtain the knowledge of God and of human 
existence through a personal process of meditation assisted 
by reason.
 Applying Descartes’s ideas in our modern world, 
however, can sometimes be problematic. A recent piece in 
New York Times titled “Where Even Nightmares Are Classi-
fied: Psychiatric Care at Guantanamo” (Fink), for example, 
expresses a more conservative view on the authority of the 
human mind. The piece reports the fact that many detainees 
suffer from mental disorders, but the treatment at the 
prison is complicated by multiple factors. Due to the 
overwhelming system of confidentiality and classification, 
psychiatrists and psychologists are obstructed from 
learning about the patients’s traumatizing experiences and 
properly assessing their medical condition. But that is only 
the tip of an iceberg of obstacles. The identity of the patients 
as criminals or enemies, the occasional duty of the medical 
experts to, ironically, provide consultation on the efficient 
methods of interrogation, and the unfixable mistrust held by 
the patients towards the environment, including the 
doctors, all contribute to make a well-cooperated treatment 
almost impossible. The psychiatrists, as a result, strive to 
merely ameliorate apparent symptoms, such as insomnia 

and anxiety, voluntarily or involuntarily neglecting the 
deeper psychological problems plaguing the mind of 
patients. While the mistreatment of the detainees at Guanta-
namo points to limitations in Descartes’s theories, especially 
those about passions and free will, thinking about the 
mistreatment in Descartes’s terms also leads to new 
interpretations of the cruelty inflicted upon the detainees.
 When confronted with the disturbance brought by 
passions, Descartes expresses confidence toward humans’ 
reasoning faculty in its ability to override them. Passions are 
defined by Descartes to be the group of perceptions “we 
refer particularly to it [soul]” (Descartes, “Passions” 330), as 
opposed to perceptions that we refer to external entities. 
Typical examples of passions include anger, fear, and hatred, 
which are violent emotions that affect the rational perfor-
mance of a person. To restore rationality and revive a 
flawless performance requires the conscious effort of 
invoking the authority of the intellect and imposing reason on 
perceptions. Specifically, the coping mechanisms he 
explicates tend to highlight either an avoidance of repen-
tance, which counters passions that react to the past, or a 
suspension of action, which counters passions that react to 
the present. These mechanisms enable people to carry out 
the most appropriate reactions consistent with a fully 
rational understanding of their encounters. Descartes 
recognizes that some people have difficulty analyzing the 
situation due to their lesser intelligence, while others 
struggle with the execution of the best action owing to their 
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weaker resolution. Yet he is optimistic that humans can overcome passions 
even in the most extreme cases. 
 The mental patients at Guantanamo, however, present a case in 
which reason fails to exert authority and passions become uncurbed. Many of 
the patients are tormented by anxiety and depression. A major contributor to 
both symptoms is the apprehension toward the certain proceedings and uncer-
tain specifics of future interrogations. Anxiety describes a mental state similar 
to fear and depression is essentially prolonged sadness. They both fit in 
Descartes’s definition of passions. But by virtue of their future-oriented nature, 
they render the coping mechanisms proposed by Descartes inapplicable and 
useless. On the other hand, the fact that the psychiatrists have to prescribe 
drugs to alleviate those symptoms testifies to a chemical imbalance in the 
brain, and the act of reasoning simply does not produce, for instance, the 
serotonin chemicals needed to reinstall the balance.
 As a matter of fact, Descartes extends the use of reason from 
controlling passions and endorses a general reliance on rationality when 
forming judgments. He acknowledges the existence of free will and upholds its 
supremacy. Free will, disparate from free action, is the freedom of choice in 
formulating interpretations of one’s self and the world, rather than complying 
with the intuition or a default faith. Even someone who is physically constrained 
can have free will, when he or she chooses to either mourn for the misfortune 
or appreciate it. In Meditations on First Philosophy, Descartes claims that “the 
will is by nature so free that it can never be constrained” (Descartes, “Medita-
tions” 82). Free will, in other words, is innate in human beings and should 
persist in different situations. In his correspondence with Princess Elizabeth of 
Bohemia, he evokes the mind-body dualism to underline the mind’s detach-
ment from physicality and the mind’s superiority, praising free will as a gift 
from God.
 What Descartes does not realize is that free will, based on rationality, 
is also limited by the subjectivity of rationality. The sovereignty of free will may 
stay intact in mentally well-functioning detainees, as they sometimes interpret 
the less scary interaction with interrogators as a change in their otherwise 
monotonous life. But many of the mental patients at the prison are 
overwhelmed by symptoms like hallucination and illusion. Descartes would 
argue that theses symptoms should not pose a threat to the rational inquiry, 
because sensations are unreliable, and no one is certain about qualities of the 
so-called reality anyway. But even if distorted perceptions per se do not impair 
the reasoning faculty, the continuous and obsessive doubting of the senses 
becomes counter-productive to the mind’s effort to transcend them. Finding no 
way out, the patients sometimes attribute the source of psychiatric illness to 
“jinns,” an evil spirit from their culture. It is hard to judge whether they possess 
free will; in fact, they may have found the “jinns” to be the most rational 
explanation of their situation after renouncing all other possible causes. The 
essential flaw in Descartes’s argument about free will lies in the fact that free 
will - a gift from God or not - is executed by human reason, which is finite and 
limiting by nature and contingent on subjective perspectives. Those patients, 
for example, could never come up with an interpretation consisting of deficient 
neurotransmitters in their brain. They do not have that many interpretations to 
choose from. If free will is ultimately grounded in individual rationality, the 
freedom in believing loses its charm as it degenerates from complete freedom 
to limited freedom, and sometimes, very limited freedom, as seen in the case 
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of the patients. 
 With that being said, Descartes’s ideas about human existence and the hierarchy of knowl-
edge also beget new angles to look at the mistreatment of detainees at Guantanamo. When 
Descartes writes “I think therefore I am,” he is essentially assigning thinking as the defining quality 
of human existence. From the fact that only the doubting of our existence is absolute and certain, 
Descartes concludes that we exist because we are thinking. He further celebrates our ability to 
reason by creating a hierarchy of knowledge. The first level, according to Descartes, contains clear 
notions “acquired without meditation,” and the second comprises “everything we are acquainted with 
through sensory experience” (Descartes, “Principles” 181). The highest form of wisdom “consists in 
the search for the first causes and the true principles which enable us to deduce the reasons for 
everything we are capable of knowing” (Descartes, “Principles” 181). The most ideal human activity, 
therefore, is the pursuit of the highest wisdom by means of meditation. It fulfills the potential of 
humanity as a thinking entity and induces sovereign felicity in individuals. 
 An intentional enhancement of the psychological stress of detainees in addition to physical 
torture, in this sense, makes the cruelty inflicted upon them so much worse and debilitating. Detain-
ees could be locked in complete darkness for an excessive duration; they could be threatened on 
different levels and have their worst fears hound their dreams. Trapped and torn apart by sensory 
knowledge, they never manage to arrive at a higher intellectual reality closer to the kernel of human 
existence. The flip side of the superiority of the mind over the body, or the parallel superiority of 

intellectual knowledge over sensory knowledge, is a 
degraded form of living when the mind is impaired. The 
psychological intensity of the interrogation strategies, 
therefore, deprives the mental patients of an import-
ant human pursuit. 
 Descartes might have been too optimistic 
about the independence of will from the structures and 
functions of the brain. Focusing on the agency of the 
mind, he fails to give enough credit to the body when it 
affects our rationality. Modern neuroscience and 
psychology are developing in a direction that attributes 
more and more biological and physical rules to 
concepts previously thought to be abstract, such as 
feelings and consciousness, through exploring the 
mechanics and chemistry in the brain. To say “free 
will” is no more than the activity of neurons is a 
misleading simplification. But at the same time, the 
mere practice of meditation does not prove to be 
sufficient in repairing every physical damage done to 
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 Yet on a less technical note, Descartes 
attempts to expose the very core of human existence 
and to expand the limits of human potential. Like Plato, 
he ranks different sources of knowledge, but unlike 
Plato, he associates the acquisition of intellectual 
knowledge with the universal meaning of human 
beings. The emphasis on rational knowledge in turn 
makes its unattainability for some people, such as the 
mental patients at Guantanamo, so much sadder.
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FROM 
DIFFERENT 
EXPERIENCES 
OF DIVISION 
TO DIFFERENT 
SENSES OF 
SELFHOOD

文/Nicole Liu

 Both St. Augustine of Hippo and Francesco 
Petrarch, two prominent writers in the long-standing 
historical discourse of selfhood, have used explicit 
language to describe an experience of internal division. 
Augustine famously argues that there exists a City of God 
and a corresponding Earthly City. Within a single human 
entity, the macroscopic parallel is mirrored by two oppos-
ing “wills” that set the soul to turmoil, as captured in his 
famous autobiography Confession. As a devoted reader of 
Augustine, Petrarch frequently entertains various Augus-
tinian concepts. In both his letter “Ascent to Mont Voutoux” 
and his trilogy Secretum, Petrarch consciously creates 
formal and literal analogies with Augustine on the matter 
of inner division, by employing similar binary vocabulary to 
describe a dichotomized self. 

 Petrarch’s experience of the internal division, 
however, is ultimately different from the one in Augustine’s 
self-presentation. While Augustine manages to bridge the 
division and find peace through conversion, Petrarch 
preserves an agitated soul as well as a multifaceted self. I 
intend to argue that the disparate consequences of conver-
sion and the disparate interpretations of selfhood found 
between the two writers can be explained by the qualita-
tive differences in their respective internal divisions. For 
Augustine, the two combating wills stem from the two 
extremes of a spiritual-temporal hierarchy, but for 
Petrarch, they arise from parallel desires of reason and 
passion. This new system of categorization highlights the 
humanistic focus in Petrarch’s sense of selfhood, an early 
modern innovation both Jacob Burckhardt and Peter 
Burke draw attention to.
 In Confession, Augustin accentuates the steadily 
intensifying conflict between his two wills as his journey 
approaches the moment of conversion. After meeting 
Simplicianus, father of the bishop Ambrose, he falls into a 
profound self-introspection about his postponed conver-
sion and the resulting sense of guilt. Tormented by violent 
emotions, he writes, “So my two wills, one old, the other 
new, one carnal, the other spiritual, were in conflict with 
one another, and their discord robbed my soul of all 
concentration.”1 Here he underlines a total incompatibility 
between the growing spiritual longing for God and the 

1. St. Augustine, Confession, trans. Henry Chadwick. 
(Oxford University Press Inc, New York, 1998), 140.
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earthly desires that hold him back from freely pursuing the 
former. The source of the “carnal” will, in the context of 
Augustine’s life, lies primarily in the lust for sex, as he states 
in the beginning of the chapter “But I was still firmly tied by 
woman.”2 While spirituality centralizes pleasure of the mind 
and the soul’s submission to God, lust epitomizes the 
opposite side in the binary of wills that celebrates bodily 
pleasure.  
 It is critical to note that the two wills for Augustine 
are not parallel, but hierarchal. It is apparent that in a 
Christian context, the spiritual will renders the carnal will 
unworthy, foul and sinful. But Augustine’s important innova-
tion upon the qualitative distinctions between the “good” and 
“bad” wills  is that he ties this dichotomy to both a chronologi-
cal order in time and a cosmic order in space. In the quote 
above, Augustine labels the spiritual will as the “new” one 
and the carnal will as the “old” one. One of the reasons that 
Augustine presents an in-depth narration of his life in a linear 
style, rather than merely encapsulating the experience of 
conversion, is to highlight the victory of the new will over the 
old will. He explains that “I intended to remind myself of my 
past foulness and carnal corruptions, not because I love them 
but so that I may love you, my God.”3 In other words, the 
autobiography can be interpreted as a gradual transition of 
power between the two wills. The passing of time is not only 
a phenomenon or concept independent of the transition, but 
rather a provider of the soil for the “new” to supplant the 
“old,” and for the “old” to be defined and recollected through 
the “new.” The moment of conversion is not only a marker of 

time, but an active agent catalyzing the completion of the 
transition process.
 In addition to the placement of the two wills in 
chronological order, Augustine also situates them in the 
cosmic order he constructs. In the chapter “Vision at Ostia” 
featuring the intimate interaction between Augustine and his 
mother Monica, Augustine recounts an important conversa-
tion that illustrates the cosmic structure containing eternal 
wisdom, the human mind and the two wills: 

Our minds were lifted up by an ardent affection 
towards eternal being itself. Step by step we 
climbed beyond all corporeal objects and then 
heaven itself… We ascended even further by 
internal reflection and dialogue and wonder at 
your works, and we enter into our own minds. We 
moved up beyond them so as to attain to the 
region of inexhaustible abundance where you feed 
Israel eternally with truth for food.4

 
 

At the bottom of this cosmic order are corporeal 
objects tangible and visible to common human beings. By 
reflecting on his own reflections, which are themselves 
“works” of God, the speaker enters his own mind, and subse-
quently the highest of the highest, the eternal truth. Augus-
tine makes use of diction that describes physical movements, 
such as “climb” “ascend” and “move,” and volume, such as 
“region” to create a real, literal and physical sense of space. 
If the spiritual will represents the longing for the highest

 
2. Ibid., 134
3. Ibid., 24. 
4. Ibid., 171. .

“truth” and the carnal will symbolizes the yearning for 
“corporeal objects,” the good will is literally and 
physically above the bad one.
 The hierarchal nature of the two wills, in 
terms of both time and space, testifies to a linear order 
that allows no room for symbiosis. As time goes by and 
the new will takes control, Augustine can never  return 
to the past or default to the bad will, but only recollect 
past deeds from memory. As he ascends and comes in 
contact with eternity, his soul can no longer linger in the 
earthly realm even if his body remains in this world. The 
most essential implication of the hierarchal wills is the 
total displacement of the carnal will by the spiritual 
will. An Augustinian self dominated by carnal and 
temporal desires is one “no more I,”5 whereas an 
Augustinian self who has found God is liberated from 
turmoil and “rests in you [God].”6

 Petrarch inherits the theology of divided wills 
and preserves formal similarities with Augustine in his 
own works. For Petrarch, the two wills agitating his 
mind do not neatly fall into the dichotomy of the spiritu-
al versus the temporal. Unlike Augustine who is 
perturbed by the conflict between the craving for 
conversion and the reluctance to relinquish earthly 
desires, Petrarch identifies his source of mental distur-
bance as “accidia,” which denotes the loss of capacity to 
find fulfillment.7 In “Ascent of Mont Ventoux,” he 
describes his two opposing wills in vivid detail:

What I used to love, I love no longer. But I lie: 
I love it still, but less passionately. Again 
have I lied: I love it, but more timidly, more 
sadly. Now at last I have told the truth; for 
thus it is: I love, but what I should love not to 
love, what I should wish to hate. Neverthe-
less I love it, but against my will, under 
compulsion and in sorrow and mourning.8

Here the literal repetition in diction and syntax mirrors 
the inner alternating dominance of the two wills. 

Tension appears between a rational will that gives 
command with a strong “should,” and a passionate will 
that “loves” what the other will condemns. The rational 
will is directly addressed in the second to last line, while 
the passionate will is implied as the actor of “compul-
sion” that directs the self to “love.” 
 Indeed, such a characterization of the two 
wills by reason and passion elucidates the relationship 
of the two interlocutors in Petrarch’s Secretum. Schol-
ars have largely agreed on an interpretation that treats 
the two participants in the dialogue as two sides of 
Petrarch’s divided self. Such an interpretation is 
problematic, however, if the experience of division for 
Petrarch is not distinguished from the experience of 
Augustine. Although Augustine calls attention to the 
battle between the two wills, he does not incur inconsis-
tencies in his self-reflection by favoring or defending 
the old temporal will. The character Petrarch, on the 
other hand, frequently justifies himself in the face of the 
envisioned Augustine’s authority. This expression of 
apathy between the two characters testifies to a binary 
self governed partly by a rational arbitrator and partly 
by a passionate opposer. While the non-sympathetic 
rational will propagates rules of “ought” that are 
detached from the temporal experience and deduced 
from the pursuit of virtues, the equally powerful 
passionate will clings on to feelings grounded in the 
self’s “Fortune.”9

 Not only do Petrarch’s two wills co-exist, but 
they are parallel to each other and can never be ranked 
according to a hierarchal order. On the summit of Mont 
Ventoux, when Petrarch turns his attention from 
external senses to inward introspection, he notes that 
he is far from completing his spiritual journey. “The 
time will perhaps come when I can review all this 
[changes] in the order which it happened,” writes 
Petrarch, “using as a prologue that passage of your 
favorite Augustine.”10 However, he never achieves to 
write a confession that allows him to chronicle changes 
leading up to an Augustinian conversion. In Petrarch’s 

5. Ibid., 140.
6. Ibid., 3.
7. Francesco Petrarch, “Francesco Petrarca, Secretum: Second Dialogue,” in Readings in Western Civilization, ed. by John W. Boyer etc (The 
University of Chicago Press, 1986), 60.
8. Francesco Petrarch, “The Ascent of Mont Ventoux,” in The Renaissance Philosophy of Man, ed. Ernst Cassirer etc (The University of Chicago 
Press, 1948), 42.
9. Francesco Petrarch, “Francesco Petrarca, Secretum: Second Dialogue,” 62.
10. Francesco Petrarch, “The Ascent of Mont Ventoux,” 42.
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case, an Augustinian conversion in which a new and good 
will annihilates the old and bad will never occurs, because 
his two wills do not evolve in a linear manner. The inability 
to extract an order out of external events is a corollary of 
the constant internal chaos produced by two parallel, 
non-hierarchal wills. 
 For Petrarch, it is exactly the unyielding nature 
of both wills that defines his self, and makes it more 
restless and compact than the Augustinian self purified 
and unified by conversion. In fact, Petrarch advances the 
inner division to such an extreme that seems logically 
fallacious, if not totally sacrilegious, to a pious Augustini-
an reader. In Confession, Augustine explicitly negates the 
notion that the two wills represent two minds, because 
human should only have one mind and the capacity for one 
will. “‘Let them perish from your [God’s] presence,’” 
urges Augustine by quoting the Scripture, “who from the 
dividing of the will into two in the process of deliberation, 
deduce that there are two minds with two distinct natures, 
one good, the other bad.”11 But Petrarch does not shun 
from comparing his two wills to two individual and 
independent men. He writes “a stubborn and still 
undecided battle has been long raging on the field of my 
thoughts for the supremacy of one of the two men within 
me.”12 In Secretum, he even personifies the two wills into 
two concrete characters with distinctive voices and styles 
of argument. The existence of not just two wills but two 
separate men is presupposed by the parallel relationship 
of Petrarch’s two wills, and precluded from Augustine’s 
hierarchal wills. 

11. St. Augustine, Confession, 148.
12. Francesco Petrarch, “The Ascent of Mont Ventoux,” 43.

 It makes sense to say, therefore, that Petrarch has developed both a 
rational persona and a passionate persona. This idea is intricately connected with 
Peter Burke’s argument that the self in the Renaissance is presented in an 
unprecedented fashion that utilizes multiple personas to strategize “self-pre-
sentation,” “self-stylization” and “impression management.”13 The self is 
multifaceted, Burke argues, and it is typical for one persona to be directed 
outward, and another one to be oriented inward. The innovation of the Renais-
sance is the shifting of attention from the reflection on one’s inner world to the 
management of an “outer persona.”14 According to both Jacob Burckhardt and 
Peter Burke, the increasing number of autobiographies, letters, as well as 
self-portraits in the period all testify to the trend of outward expression. This new 
focus in self-presentation explains why the character Augustine in Secretum has 
a different voice and upholds different views from both the historical Augustine 
and the character Petrarch. What the character Augustine embodies is a rational 
outer persona standing on a moral high ground and articulating what the writer 
wants to achieve or become. The character Petrarch, on the other hand, symbol-
izes the inner persona sensitive and empathetic to the writer’s internal passions 
and feelings. Whereas the inner persona is timid and vain, the outer one grasps 
the essence of theological and philosophical teachings, bringing out the most 
precious fruits of the writer’s rational mind to create a respectable image of 
Petrarch. 
 By renouncing the bad will and the sinful person he is born into, Augus-
tine embraces a transcendent self devoid of the characteristics that distinguish 
earthly beings. By holding on to both wills in discord, however, Petrarch 
maintains his individuality and stands out as a unique individual enriched by the 
changing dynamics of his desires and wants. There is something remarkably 
modern in Petrarch’s conception of self, considering how people today commonly 
identify themselves with multiple identities. Petrarch, therefore, anticipates the 
blossom of individualism formalized in centuries to come.
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thoughts for the supremacy of one of the two men within 
me.”12 In Secretum, he even personifies the two wills into 
two concrete characters with distinctive voices and styles 
of argument. The existence of not just two wills but two 
separate men is presupposed by the parallel relationship 
of Petrarch’s two wills, and precluded from Augustine’s 
hierarchal wills. 

11. St. Augustine, Confession, 148.
12. Francesco Petrarch, “The Ascent of Mont Ventoux,” 43.

 It makes sense to say, therefore, that Petrarch has developed both a 
rational persona and a passionate persona. This idea is intricately connected with 
Peter Burke’s argument that the self in the Renaissance is presented in an 
unprecedented fashion that utilizes multiple personas to strategize “self-pre-
sentation,” “self-stylization” and “impression management.”13 The self is 
multifaceted, Burke argues, and it is typical for one persona to be directed 
outward, and another one to be oriented inward. The innovation of the Renais-
sance is the shifting of attention from the reflection on one’s inner world to the 
management of an “outer persona.”14 According to both Jacob Burckhardt and 
Peter Burke, the increasing number of autobiographies, letters, as well as 
self-portraits in the period all testify to the trend of outward expression. This new 
focus in self-presentation explains why the character Augustine in Secretum has 
a different voice and upholds different views from both the historical Augustine 
and the character Petrarch. What the character Augustine embodies is a rational 
outer persona standing on a moral high ground and articulating what the writer 
wants to achieve or become. The character Petrarch, on the other hand, symbol-
izes the inner persona sensitive and empathetic to the writer’s internal passions 
and feelings. Whereas the inner persona is timid and vain, the outer one grasps 
the essence of theological and philosophical teachings, bringing out the most 
precious fruits of the writer’s rational mind to create a respectable image of 
Petrarch. 
 By renouncing the bad will and the sinful person he is born into, Augus-
tine embraces a transcendent self devoid of the characteristics that distinguish 
earthly beings. By holding on to both wills in discord, however, Petrarch 
maintains his individuality and stands out as a unique individual enriched by the 
changing dynamics of his desires and wants. There is something remarkably 
modern in Petrarch’s conception of self, considering how people today commonly 
identify themselves with multiple identities. Petrarch, therefore, anticipates the 
blossom of individualism formalized in centuries to come.
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 “I am the king of the 
world！” James Cameron在1998
年的奥斯卡颁奖典礼上振臂欢呼，手
捧小金人的他像是Titanic里拥抱着风
呼喊的Jack，骄傲之情溢于言表。确
实，Academy Awards自上世纪以来
一直是影人们登峰造极的殿堂。从黑
白影片时期眼眸中深藏悲欢离合的费
雯丽，到此届眉间流着平凡人常有的
无奈与哀伤的卡西阿弗莱克，奥斯卡
颁奖礼将一座座小金人递与对世界有
着灵性与感性的人们，89年来不知圆
了多少影人毕生的梦想。可加冕于这
项奖项的赞誉一直伴随着有增无减的
批判和多年以来各方影人的自我反思
，奥斯卡金像奖在极高处，却也在风
口浪尖。
 如题，奥斯卡金像奖原名为
Academy Awards，顾名思义，原意
是为嘉奖为电影艺术的进步做出贡献
的电影工作者。长期以来的它得到的

别名“奥斯卡”得由来说法不一，流
传最广的仍是1931年学院的图书馆管
理员在端详小金人之后的那一句“它
长得真像我叔叔奥斯卡！”，从此以
后这个亲切形象的别名就被众人所热
情接受。大概是因为它作为那个年代
好莱坞唯一的学术奖项，因一个朗朗
上口的名字瞬间拉近了与平民间的距
离，两三年后奥斯卡金像奖便在上世
纪30年代的美国家喻户晓。近一百年
来，它执着地年年颁奖直到如今。如
它的名字一样，比起是学术界的泰斗
，更像是一名见证美国电影界飞速变
迁的老人，多少影迷从他的脚步中探
寻着电影百年以来的历史和痕迹。
 Academy Awards伴随着
电影的脚步走到现在，一直是人们视
角、审美与价值观变化的标志。从电
影发展初期时注重电影技术的提升，
如获得1930年最佳影片的《百老汇的
旋律》是开创有声影片道路的重要转

折点；90年代后期看重演员的张力、
风格的独特和故事的戏剧性，如风靡
一时的希区柯克系列； 21世纪开始深
究电影本身的现实和社会意义，从近
年来真实性强和传记类电影更受青睐
的趋势便可以看出。奥斯卡金像奖多
年以来不同的喜好偏爱中反映“电影
”从一种遥不可及的艺术形式渐渐变
成一种情怀，一次自我觉醒与反思，
一种对人类社会的思考。譬如今年的
最佳原创剧本《海边的曼彻斯特》，
是极少数出现在奥斯卡上非主旋律的
电影，它讲述的是一个平凡的失败者
深入脊髓的悲伤，是一个美国梦彻底
破碎的故事，是生活本质悲凉与真实
之处的体现。奥斯卡作为一个电影奖
项的进步，是源于它越来越坦诚地面
对电影的艺术与技术在电影表面的淡
化，和它与赤裸裸的现实社会越为隐
秘的融合。
 然而，如今在这样一个对多

元化异常敏感的时代之下，奥斯卡金
像奖作为全球主流的电影盛事必然一
直争议不断：从白人化、缺少亚洲电
影，到过于强调主旋律和政治正确，
近年来对于颁奖的批评和抨击越来越
多。而实际上，因奥斯卡作为美国本
土颁奖典礼的局限性， 更因这早已不
是一个能够简单用奖项来衡量电影价
值、水平和现实意义的时代，各方影
人们对于其的追求早已不如过去时热
烈。电影是一个越来越庞大的艺术产
业，奥斯卡无法兼顾全局之难，平心
而论仍是可以理解。只是它本就不是
一个绝对公平公正严肃权威的学术奖
项，而更偏向于作为一座向导民众识
别好电影的风向标，因此对于多元化
的尊重和更贴近现实的选择对其格外
重要。也正好印证了那句话，欲戴皇
冠，则必承其重。
 百年以来，它从始至终都是
美国电影趋势的一本简明指南，游走

影坛的好莱坞明星不了的梦想，是一
个个好导演与好演员的发掘之地。是
情怀，更是盛事。
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